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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue ServiceInstructions for Schedule O

(Form 1120)
(Rev. December 2008)
Consent Plan and Apportionment Schedule for a Controlled Group

Section references are to the Internal the other members of the controlled Completing and Filing
Revenue Code unless otherwise noted. group: Schedule O• Are adopting an apportionment

The filing of a Schedule O by aWhat’s New plan, effective for the current tax year;
component member provides the• Line 3 has 2 additional check • Are amending the current existing
required information as to the statusboxes to address situations where an apportionment plan;
of the group’s apportionment plan.apportionment plan is terminated and • Are terminating the existing
Such information must indicate, whenthe remaining members have either apportionment plan and not adopting
applicable, whether all the componentadopted or have not adopted a new a new plan;
members of the controlled group areapportionment plan. • Are terminating the current
adopting, amending, or terminatingapportionment plan and adopting a• Line 4 has been simplified and now
an apportionment plan. If all suchnew plan;only applies when there is no change
members complete the required• Have no apportionment plan inin the controlled group’s status with
written agreement setting forth theeffect and are not adopting anrespect to adopting, amending, or
terms of the adopted or amendedapportionment plan; orterminating an apportionment plan.
apportionment plan (or an agreement• Already have an apportionment• New line 6a allows the corporation
to terminate a previously adoptedplan in effect.to elect to pay the highest rate of tax
plan), then each member of thatto avoid underpayment penalties. Check the applicable box on page group may rely on this agreement asNew line 6b allows members of the 1 of Schedule O. the basis for representing on itscontrolled group to elect to apportion
Schedule O that the other componentthe additional tax under section Who Must File members of the group have also11(b)(1) by using the FIFO method

A corporation must file Schedule O consented to adopting, amending, orrather than the proportionate method
with its income tax return, amended terminating the apportionment plan.(the default method).
return, or claim for refund for each tax The agreement must be signed by a• All members of a controlled group
year that the corporation is a person authorized to sign on behalf ofare treated as one taxpayer for
component member of a controlled each component member of thepurposes of applying the election
group, even if no apportionment plan controlled group and retained. Nounder section 168(k)(4). See Rev.
is currently in effect. See Definitions member should attach this agreementProc. 2009-16, 2009-6 I.R.B. 449, for
and Special Rules below. (or a copy of it) to their Federalguidance regarding allocating the

income tax returns. Each memberbonus depreciation amount among If one or more of the component must keep as part of its records eitherthe members of the controlled group members of a controlled group are the original or a copy of the signedand reporting each member’s also members of a consolidated agreement. The agreement mustproportionate share on Schedule O group, then the common parent of contain the group’s apportionment(Form 1120). that consolidated group must file, as methodology (for example,part of its consolidated income tax percentages) for each tax benefit itemreturn, one Schedule O on behalf ofGeneral Instructions that is apportioned.the members of that consolidated
group. No subsidiary of thatPurpose of Schedule consolidated group should file a Definitions and Special

A corporation that is a member of a Schedule O on its own behalf. The
controlled group must use Schedule RulesSchedule O should contain the
O to report the apportionment of required consolidated information for
taxable income, income tax, and Types of Controlled Groupsall members of the consolidated
certain tax benefits between the group. See Identifying Information on Parent-subsidiary group. Amembers of the controlled group. The page 6. parent-subsidiary group is one ormembers of the controlled group that

more chains of corporationsException. If all of the members ofare component members (defined on
connected through stock ownershipa parent-subsidiary controlled grouppage 2) will be subject to limitations
with a common parent corporation if:that are required to file a U.S. taxon the use of certain tax benefits for • Stock possessing at least 80% ofreturn join in filing the sametheir applicable tax year. See
the total combined voting power of allconsolidated tax return, then theApportionment of Tax Benefit Items
classes of stock entitled to vote or atparent of that group does not have toon page 4.
least 80% of the total value of sharesfile a Schedule O on behalf of the
of all classes of stock of each of theAlso use this schedule to indicate group. In this case, Schedule J, line
corporations, except the commonthat the member filing this return 1, of Form 1120 should not be
parent corporation, is directly orconsents to and represents that all checked.
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indirectly owned by one or more of • Stock constructively owned through a member of the controlled group for
the other corporations; and an application of section 1563(e). at least one-half of the number of
• The common parent corporation days in its tax year that precede theCombined group. A combined
directly or indirectly owns stock applicable tax year. Also, in order tocontrolled group is three or more
possessing at least 80% of the total determine the applicable tax year ofcorporations each of which is a
combined voting power of all classes the member being tested, the group’smember of either a parent-subsidiary
of stock entitled to vote or at least testing date must be determined. Seegroup or a brother-sister group, and
80% of the total value of shares of all Testing date and Testing period, onat least one of which is both the
classes of stock of at least one of the page 3.common parent of a
other corporations, excluding, in parent-subsidiary group and also a If a controlled group has an
computing such voting power or member of a brother-sister group. apportionment plan in effect and
value, stock owned directly by such some of the members of thatLife insurance companies. Two orother corporations. controlled group join in filing amore life insurance companies

consolidated return, then thesubject to tax under section 801For purposes of determining
members of that consolidated groupwhich are members of any of thewhether a corporation is a member of
are treated, together, as if they werethree broad categories of controlleda parent-subsidiary controlled group
a single member of the controlledgroups of corporations:of corporations within the meaning of
group. If a controlled group does notparent-subsidiary, brother-sister, orsection 1563(a)(1), stock owned by a
have an apportionment plan in effect,combined group will be treated as acorporation means:
and some of the members of thatcontrolled group of corporations• Stock owned directly by the
group join in filing a consolidatedseparate from any other type ofcorporation, and
return, then each member of thatcontrolled group to which these• Stock constructively owned by that
consolidated group will be treated ascorporations would, otherwise, qualifycorporation through an application of
a separate member of the controlledif they were not life insurancesection 1563(e)(1), (2), and (3).
group.companies. The life insuranceBrother-sister group. A companies that comprise a life Additional member. A member of abrother-sister group generally is two insurance controlled group do not controlled group is treated as anor more corporations where the same have to be in an affiliated ownership additional member if the corporation:five or fewer persons who are relationship with each other. • Was a member of the controlledindividuals, estates, or trusts directly However, this rule does not apply to group at any time during a calendaror indirectly own stock possessing: any life insurance company that is a year,• At least 80% of the total combined member (whether eligible or • Was not a member of thevoting power of all classes of stock ineligible) of a life-nonlife affiliated controlled group on that testing date,entitled to vote or at least 80% of the group for which a section 1504(c)(2) • Was a member of the controlledtotal value of shares of all classes of election is in effect. Instead, an group for at least one-half the numberthe stock of each corporation (the eligible life insurance company will be of days of its testing period, and80% test), and treated as a member of a life-nonlife • Is not an excluded member• More than 50% of the total consolidated group, and an ineligible (defined next).combined voting power of all classes life insurance company will be treated Any member of a controlled groupof stock entitled to vote or more than as a member of a life-nonlife that is treated as an additional50% of the total value of shares of all controlled group (deemed to member is also treated as aclasses of stock of each corporation, constitute a parent-subsidiary component member of that group.taking into account the stock controlled group).ownership of each such person only Excluded member. A corporation is

See section 1563 and the relatedto the extent such stock ownership is treated as an excluded member of a
regulations for additional detailsidentical with respect to each such controlled group of corporations on
regarding the definition of a controlledcorporation (the 50% test). the December 31 testing date for its
group. tax year that includes that DecemberFor purposes of allocating the 31 testing date, if the corporation is:Component Memberfollowing, a brother-sister group is • A member of such group for lessdefined using only the 50% test A corporation qualifies as a than one-half the number of days inabove. component member of a controlled its testing period,• The taxable income brackets. group of corporations, for a tax year, • Exempt from tax under section• The additional tax. if the corporation: 501(a) (except a corporation which is• The alternative minimum tax (AMT) • Is not a member of the controlled subject to tax on its unrelatedexemption amount. group on the applicable December 31 business taxable income) for such• The reduction of the AMT testing date (defined on page 3), but year,exemption amount. is treated as an additional member • A foreign corporation not subject to• The accumulated earnings credit. (defined below), or tax under section 882(a) for such tax• Is a member of the controlledFor purposes of determining year,
group on the applicable December 31whether a corporation is a member of • A life insurance company subject to
testing date and is not treated as ana brother-sister controlled group of tax under section 801 other than
excluded member (defined below).corporations within the meaning of either a life insurance company which

section 1563(a)(2), stock owned by a In general, in determining if a is a member of a life insurance
person who is an individual, estate, or member of a controlled group is a controlled group or a life insurance
trust includes: component member of that group, the company which is a member
• Stock owned directly by such applicable tax year of that corporation (whether eligible or ineligible) of a
person, and must be tested to determine if it was life-nonlife affiliated group for which a
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section 1504(c)(2) election is in filed with their 2008 income tax component member shall be made
effect, returns. under regulations prescribed by the
• Not a franchised corporation as Secretary.Testing date. Each member of a
defined in section 1563(f)(4), or controlled group qualifies as a Excluded Stock• An S corporation, as defined in component member of that group on

To be a member of a controlledsection 1361. an applicable December 31 testing
group, a corporation cannot bedate. That date determines the taxAny member of a controlled group connected through stock ownershipyear of each of the componentthat is treated as an excluded based on “excluded stock”. Excludedmembers that will be subject to themember is not a component member, stock includes:specified tax benefit limitations. Eachbut is a member of the group. • Nonvoting stock which is limitedmember of the group uses theHowever, no tax benefit items should and preferred as to dividends,December 31 testing date includedbe apportioned to an excluded • Treasury stock, andwithin that member’s tax year as itsmember and its taxable income is not • Stock which is treated as excludedtesting date (whether such member istaken into account in determining the stock under section 1563(c)(2)(A) foron a calendar or a fiscal tax year).additional tax liability under section a parent-subsidiary controlled groupHowever, if a component member of11(b)(1). If an excluded member of or section 1563(c)(2)(B) for aa controlled group has a short taxthe group owns a controlling interest brother-sister controlled group.year that does not include ain a corporation that meets the entity

December 31 date, then the last daystatus requirements for being a Apportionment Plan
of that short tax year will be thecomponent member, that corporation An apportionment plan is antesting date for that member. Seeis a component member of the group. agreement between the componentSpecial allocation rules for a short taxExample. Domestic corporation P members of a controlled group ofyear later. Each member of aowns all of the stock of domestic corporations for apportioning certaincontrolled group will apply thosecorporation S. Domestic corporation corporate tax benefits among thelimitations to that tax year that isS owns all of the stock of foreign members of that group, such as thegoverned by the applicablecorporation F. Foreign corporation F apportioning of bracketed incomeDecember 31 testing date applied toowns all of the stock of domestic amounts entitled to different tax rates.that group.corporation X. Corporations P, S, and By contrast, a tax sharing agreement
Testing period. The testing periodX are component members of a is an agreement entered into between
is the time period for determiningcontrolled group. members of an affiliated group of
whether a particular member of a corporations who have joined in theException. A corporation that (1) controlled group qualifies either as a filing of a consolidated tax return.was included in a controlled group at component member, or as an Such an agreement generallyany time during its tax year, (2) was excluded member. The testing period provides that the members of thenot included in that controlled group begins on the first day of that affiliated group will compensate eachon the group’s December 31 testing member’s tax year and ends on the other for certain tax benefits incurreddate, and (3) was not included in the day before its testing date, but for a by members separately and sharedcontrolled group for at least one-half component member having a short by all members on the consolidatedthe number of days of its testing tax year not including a December 31 tax return.period, is not treated as a component date, the last day of its short tax year An apportionment plan becomesmember, additional member, or is deemed to function as the effective for a controlled group whenexcluded member. December 31 testing date for that it is adopted by all the component
member only. For a member on a fullExample. For years prior to 2008 members of that group for their tax
fiscal tax year, the portion of its taxCorporation X has been a member of years which tax years are subject to
year beginning on the December 31controlled group XYZ. Corporations the same December 31 testing date.
testing date and ending on the lastX, Y, and Z do not file consolidated Once the members of a controlled
day of its tax year is not taken intotax returns. Corporation X is on a group adopt an apportionment plan, it
account for determining its statuscalendar tax year. On February 29, remains in effect until it is amended
either as a component member or as2008, Corporation X was sold to an or terminated.
an excluded member. In determiningunrelated party that is not a member

An apportionment plan is amendedhow many days comprise a member’sin any consolidated group.
when the same component memberstesting period, the group takes intoCorporation X remained in existence
(for example, when no componentaccount the day that the member isthroughout its entire 2008 calendar
members have left or joined thesold or liquidated, but does not takeyear. For the period from January 1,
group during their testing periodsinto account either the day that such2008, through February 29, 2008,
governed by the applicable,member is acquired or created, or theCorporation X is a member of that
December 31 testing date) make anymember’s December 31 testing date.controlled group which includes
different apportionment of theCorporations Y and Z and which has
specified tax benefit items amongOverlapping Groupsa testing date of December 31, 2008.
themselves.However, Corporation X is not a If a corporation is a component

component member, additional member of more than one controlled An apportionment plan is
member, or excluded member of that group of corporations with respect to terminated when each component
group for that testing period. any tax year, that corporation will be member (including an additional
Corporations Y and Z therefore are treated as a component member of member) of the controlled group
not required to include any only one controlled group. The consents or is deemed to consent to
information about Corporation X in determination as to the group of the termination of that plan. Each
their respective 2008 Schedule O’s, which such corporation is a such member is deemed to have
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consented to the termination of the Corporations A, B, C, D, and E. short-year member must divide the
plan for a tax year if: Corporations B, C, D, and E file a full amount of the tax benefit item by
• The controlled group ceased to consolidated return. However, since the number of component members
remain in existence as of the testing the controlled group does not have an in the controlled group as of the last
date of that tax year, apportionment plan in effect, each day of that member’s short tax year.
• A corporation that was a member of the consolidated group is That amount is the amount of that tax
component member of the group on treated as a separate member of the benefit item to be allocated to that
the testing date in the preceding tax controlled group. Therefore, member (and only to that member).
year is not a component member on corporations A, B, C, D, and E are The remaining members will, in
the testing date in the current tax required to allocate one-fifth of the accordance with the terms of their
year, or tax-bracketed income amounts apportionment plan, apportion a full
• A corporation that was not a between them in the following amount of each specified tax benefit
component member of the group on manner: item between those corporations who
the testing date in the preceding tax • $10,000 (one-fifth of $50,000) on are the component members of the
year is a component member on the Part II, column (c), group as of the ensuing December 31
testing date in the current tax year. • $5,000 (one-fifth of $25,000) on testing date.

Part II, column (d), andException. If the members of a See section 1561 and the related• $1,985,000 (one-fifth ofconsolidated return group are treated regulations for additional details
$9,925,000) on Part II, column (e).as if they are one component regarding apportionment plans and a
Special allocation rules for a shortmember, then changes in the listing of some of the tax benefit
tax year. Special apportionmentmembers belonging to that items.
rules apply to certain tax benefit itemsconsolidated group (as long as that Exceptions. This special
(for example, the tax bracket amountconsolidated group remains in apportionment rule does not apply if a
and the accumulated earnings credit),existence) will not terminate the component member has a short tax
if a component member (including angroup’s apportionment plan. year that includes the December 31
additional member) has a short tax testing date in its short tax year. ForApportionment of Tax year that does not include a example, Corporation Y is a fiscal

Benefit Items December 31 date. A corporation’s year taxpayer with a tax year ending
tax year will end before the last day on September 30. On January 31,Apportionment plan in effect. If of its annual tax year and will have a 2008, Corporation Y is liquidated.the members of a controlled group short tax year if: Corporation Y’s tax year beginning onhave an apportionment plan in effect, • The corporation is sold to a October 1, 2007, and ending onthey must apportion the specified, consolidated group, or January 31, 2008, is not a short taxtax-benefit items, such as the tax • The corporation is liquidated, year within the meaning of sectionbracket amounts, according to the including a deemed liquidation 1561(b). Thus, the normalterms of that plan. The component resulting from a section 338 election. apportionment rules apply.members of a group are not required

Example. Corporation X is ato apportion equally any tax benefit This special allocation rule also
member of the XYZ Controlled Groupitem among each of them. Nor is any does not apply if a member of a
and has a calendar tax year. On Maycomponent member required to adopt controlled group has a short tax year
31, 2008, Corporation X is liquidated.the same percentage of and is a member of a consolidated
Corporation X has a short tax yearapportionment for each tax benefit group. Instead, such corporation’s
that begins on January 1, 2008, anditem. A group therefore may income for the short tax year is
ends on May 31, 2008. Corporation Xapportion all, some or none, of included in the consolidated return
therefore applies the specialamount of any these tax benefit items filed by the consolidated group for
allocation rule to the tax bracketto a member. However, except for a that corporation’s tax year.
amount and the accumulatedmember with a short tax year that
earnings credit. Additional Tax Liabilitydoes not include a December 31
Note. This rule does not affect thetesting date, the total amount of a tax Under Section 11(b)(1)
amount of the tax benefit itemsbenefit item apportioned to all the In order to determine a component
apportioned to the other membersmembers of the group cannot be member’s liability for additional tax
with regard to their tax yearsmore than the total amount of a tax (under section 11(b)(1)) all the
governed by the applicable,item that would be allowed to a component members of a controlled
December 31 testing date. Also, acorporation that is not subject to the group, for their tax years that are
member with a short tax yearlimitations imposed on the members subject to the same December 31
determines additional tax liabilityof a controlled group. See Special testing date, must:
under section 11(b)(1) solely for itsallocation rules for a short tax year • Combine their taxable incomes
own taxable income. The remainingbelow. from such tax years,
members will determine theirNo apportionment plan in effect. If • Determine the amount of the
additional tax based on their ownno apportionment plan is adopted or additional tax imposed by section
combined taxable income.in effect, the members of a controlled 11(b)(1) by applying the appropriate

group must divide the amount of any In determining the amount of a tax tax rate (defined later in these
tax benefit item equally among benefit item apportioned to a member instructions)) to the amount of such
themselves (without regard to for its short tax year, a short year combined taxable income, and
whether any members are also member cannot use the • Apportion that amount among the
members of a consolidated return apportionment method, which is members by applying the
group). For example, the Controlled described in the group’s current proportionate method (defined later in
Group ABCDE consists of apportionment plan. Rather, the these instructions), unless all of those
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members instead elect to apply the were component members of the The proportionate method.
FIFO method (defined later in these Under the proportionate method, thegroup in the adjustment year still
instructions). additional tax is allocated to eachremain as component members of

component member to whom a taxthe group.Combined taxable income. All the
bracket amount was apportioned, incomponent members of a controlled Determining the amount of the the same proportion as the portion ofgroup must combine their taxable section 11(b)(1) additional tax. the tax benefit from that tax bracketincomes for their tax years that are After the members of a controlled which was allocated bears to the totalsubject to the same December 31 group have determined their tax benefit amount provided to alltesting date. Each corporation that is combined taxable income, those members from the use of that taxa component member (which members must determine if they owe bracket. These tax benefits areincludes additional members) of a any additional tax liability imposed by attributable to the tax savings that thecontrolled group must include its section 11(b)(1) in the following members of the group realized fromincome for its entire tax year (their tax manner. having tax bracket amounts taxed atyears that are subject to the same • If that combined taxable income a lower rate instead of the higher taxDecember 31 testing date) in the

exceeds $100,000 (but is not greater rates to which income of the groupcalculation of the combined taxable
than $335,000), the total amount of would otherwise be subject to.income, even if it was not a member
the additional tax owed by suchof the group for each day of that tax The steps for applying themembers is the lesser amount of 5%year. proportionate method are as follows:of such excess or $11,750 (the 5%

If a component member incurs a additional tax). Step 1. The regular tax (not
loss for the tax year, the member is including the additional tax imposed• If that combined taxable income
treated as having zero taxable by section 11(b)(1)) owed by aexceeds $335,000 (but is not greater
income for purposes of determining component member under athan $15,000,000), the total amount
the controlled group’s combined particular tax bracket is divided by theof the additional tax owed by such
taxable income. Since the additional total tax owed by all componentmembers for the 5% additional tax
tax under section 11(b)(1) is members under that tax bracket.will be reflected in its aggregateapportioned among those members income tax liability. No allocation is The maximum amount of tax that ato which any portion of the tax necessary and no such allocation corporation owes under the 15% taxbracket amount is allocated, needs to be reported in Part II of this bracket is $7,500. The maximumgenerally, the members of the Schedule O. amount of tax that a corporation owescontrolled group would not benefit by • If that combined taxable income under the 25% tax bracket is $6,250.apportioning any part of the tax

exceeds $15,000,000 (but is not The maximum amount of tax that abracket amount to a member with a
greater than $18,333,333), the total corporation owes under the 34% taxnet loss. Therefore, if a member has
amount for that additional tax liability bracket is $3,374,500.no portion of the tax bracket allocated
is the lesser of 3% of such excess orto it, such member’s loss would Step 2. The percentage calculated$100,000 (the 3% additional tax).likewise not be taken into account in under Step 1 is multiplied by the totalThus, a controlled group with adetermining the group’s additional tax tax-benefit amount received by all thecombined taxable income thatliability. members of the group from their useexceeds $15,000,000 will owe notExample.  A controlled group of this tax bracket. This computedonly the 3% additional tax, but alsoincludes corporations XYZ. For the amount equals the portion of thethe full amount of the 5% additional2008 calendar tax year, Corporation group’s tax-benefit amount receivedtax, or $11,750. A controlled groupX has taxable income of $80,000, by a particular member from using itswith a combined taxable income thatCorporation Y has taxable income of portion of this tax bracket.
exceeds $18,333,333 will owe the full$70,000, and Corporation Z incurred Step 3. The amount determinedamount of the additional tax, ora loss of ($60,000). The combined under Step 2 is divided by the total$111,750. That amount will betaxable income of the XYZ controlled tax-benefit amount, received by allreflected in the group’s aggregategroup is $150,000 ($80,000 + the component members of the groupincome tax liability and is not required$70,000). Thus, the XYZ group owes from using all the tax brackets toto be separately reported in Part III ofadditional tax liability. Corporation Z’s which any component member’sthis schedule, because in suchloss is not taken into account in income was subject.instance the additional tax will notdetermining the combined taxable
require any apportionment among the Step 4. The percentage calculatedincome of the controlled group.
component members of the group. under Step 3 is multiplied by theNote. If a component member has

amount of the group’s additional tax.Apportioning the additional taxsubsequent positive adjustments to
The amount determined under thisunder section 11(b)(1). Theits taxable income (for example, the
Step 4 equals the amount of theadditional tax must be apportionedresult of an IRS audit), for a tax year
additional tax apportioned to suchamong the component members in(the adjustment year), all the
member for that tax bracket.the same manner as the applicablemembers of the controlled group for

tax bracket amount is apportioned.their tax years that share the same Step 5. If a component member is
The component members aretesting date as that adjustment year, liable for regular tax (not including the
required to use the proportionatemust redetermine the amount of any additional tax imposed by section
method unless all componentadditional tax imposed by section 11(b)(1)) under more than one tax
members affirmatively elect to adopt11(b)(1) and pay that additional bracket, that member must calculate
the FIFO method by checking the boxamount of tax owed. These the amount of additional tax with
on line 6b. See Line 6. Electionscorporations have this responsibility respect to each tax bracket to be
under section 1561 on page 7.even if none of the corporations that apportioned to that member.
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Accordingly, steps 1 through 4 as the amount of alternative minimum manner as the member filing this
must be applied for each tax bracket taxable income increases. For a Schedule O. If more space is needed,
applicable to that member. The sum controlled group of corporations, to attach additional sheets. If several
of all the amounts of additional tax compute the amount of this reduction component members are also
apportioned to a member from each to the AMT exemption amount, the members of a single consolidated
tax bracket, to which that member is AMT incomes of all component group, then with respect to those
subject, is the total amount of the members must be combined in order members provide only the information
additional tax apportioned to that to compute the amount of that of the common parent of the
member. reduction. This AMT exemption consolidated group in Parts II, III, and

amount completely phases out when IV, column (a).The FIFO method. Under a a controlled group’s combined AMTfirst-in-first-out (FIFO) method for If one or more componentincome is at least $310,000. Thisallocating the additional tax among members are also membersreduction to the AMT exemption willthe component members of the of a consolidated group, theeffectively be allocated to each of the
TIP

controlled group, the first dollars of parent of such consolidated groupcomponent members to which theadditional tax (imposed by section may file only one form Schedule O onAMT exemption amount was11(b)(1)) owed by the members of a behalf of all such members. Suchapportioned and will effectively becontrolled group are to be allocated form must contain the requiredapportioned to the componentproportionately to those members information for each such member.members in the same manner as isavailing themselves of the lowest tax See Temporary Regulations sectionthe exemption amount.bracket (the first tax bracket), up to 1.1561-3T(a)(2).
Report the AMT exemption amountthe amount of the tax benefit received

and the phaseout of the AMTby those members from having Part I. Apportionmentexemption amount in Part IV,availed themselves of that tax bracket
columns (c) and (d), respectively.amount. Any remaining amount of Plan Information

unallocated additional tax is then Note. A component member with a Line 1. Type of controlled group.allocated proportionately among the short tax year is not subject to the A member of a controlled group mustcomponent members who avail AMT exemption amount allocation check the applicable box to indicatethemselves of the next higher tax rules. However, the member is still the type of group. For morebracket, and so on, until the entire required to determine its AMTI and information, see Types of Controlledamount of the additional tax has been AMT exemption amount on an Groups on page 1.fully apportioned among the annualized basis. See section 443(d).
component members. For example, For purposes of the December 31 For a brother-sister controlled
the first $9,500 of additional tax testing date, the remaining group, check box 1b whether that
liability of a controlled group is component members of the group group is a brother-sister group for
apportioned entirely to the component will, in accordance with the terms of purposes of applying only the 50%
members that availed themselves of their apportionment plan, apportion or test, or for purposes of applying both
the benefit of the 15% tax bracket. allocate equal parts of the full amount the 80% and 50% test.

of the AMT exemption amount among Line 2. Member status. If aAllocation of AMT Exemption those corporations that qualify as the corporation was a member of thecomponent members of the group.Amount and the Reduction group for less than it’s entire taxableOnly the combined taxable income ofof the AMT Exemption year, check box 2b and provide thethe remaining members will be used required information. If the taxableAmount for determining any limitation by the year of this corporation does notIn determining the alternative group in its use of the exemption include a December 31 date, aminimum tax (AMT) liability of a amount. special apportionment rule applies.corporation, the amount of alternative
See Special allocation rules for aminimum taxable income to which the
short tax year on page 4.AMT rate is applied is reduced by Specific Instructions$40,000 (the exemption amount). For Line 3.Consent and represent. If

a controlled group of corporations, all the members consent to adopt an
the exemption amount must be Identifying Information apportionment plan, check box 3a. By
apportioned among the component checking box 3a, this corporation isOn page 1, enter the name and
members of the group. That amount consenting to the adoption of anemployer identification number (EIN)
must be divided equally among the apportionment plan and is alsoof the component member filing this
component members for those tax representing that the other membersSchedule O.
years, which are subject to the same of the group are also consenting toIn Part II, column (a), line 1, enterDecember 31 testing date, except the adoption of that plan. Seethe name and EIN. In column (b),where all the members have adopted Completing and Filing Schedule O onenter the ending date of the tax yearan apportionment plan providing for page 1.(Yr-Mo) of the member filing thisan unequal apportionment of the

Schedule O. In Parts III and IV, If all the members consent toexemption amount. If so, the
column (a), line 1, enter only the amend an apportionment plan, checkcomponent members of the group will
name of the member filing this box 3b. By checking box 3b thisapportion the exemption amount
Schedule O. For Parts II, III, and IV, corporation is consenting to theaccording to the terms of that
enter the corresponding information amendment of an apportionment planapportionment plan.
for each of the other members of the and is also representing that the other

The $40,000 exemption amount controlled group in column (a) on members of the group are consenting
shall be reduced, but not below zero, lines 2 through 10, in the same to the amendment of that plan.
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However, to amend a plan both of the name in column (a), enter the section 11(b)(1), for their tax years
following conditions must be satisfied. notation “(E)” for excluded member. that are subject to the same
• The controlled group already has In Part II, column (b), enter the December 31 testing date by
an apportionment plan in effect, and ending date of the tax year (Yr-Mo) combining their taxable incomes for
• There has been no change in the and enter “0” in the remaining such tax years and then apportioning
component-member composition of columns, as are applicable. The the additional tax among such
the group from the previous taxable remaining component members of component members in the same
year. the group will apportion the various manner that the tax brackets were so

tax items according to terms of any allocated. See Additional Tax LiabilityIf the component members of a
newly adopted apportionment plan, in Under Section 11(b)(1) on page 4.group are either adopting a new
the event a new apportionment planapportionment plan or amending an If a corporation does not know the
is adopted by those remainingexisting apportionment plan that combined taxable income of the
members.involves prior tax years of those members of its group (for example,
Note. Do not check more than onecomponent members, at least one because the members are on
box on line 3. If a corporation doesyear must remain on each of the substantially different tax years), it
not adopt an apportionment plan,statutes of limitations for assessing a can avoid underpayment of tax by
amend a previous apportionmenttax deficiency against any of the applying the maximum tax rate of
plan, or terminate an existingcomponent members of the group a 35% to the entire amount of its
apportionment plan, skip line 3 andfor such prior tax years. See the taxable income. If the corporation
go to line 4.instructions for line 5 below. later determines its tax liability is less,

it may file a claim for refund ofLine 4. Status of apportionmentIf all the members consent to
overpayment.plan. Check the applicable box toterminate (or are deemed to have

indicate the status of anyconsented to the termination of) an A corporation choosing to compute
apportionment plan of the controlledapportionment plan: its tax liability by applying the
group.• Check box 3c, if the remaining maximum 35% rate to the entire
• Check box 4a, if the controlledmembers choose not to adopt (or are amount of its taxable income should
group does not have annot able to adopt) a new check box 6a. Further, a corporation
apportionment plan in effect and isapportionment plan, or checking box 6a does not have to
not adopting one.• Check box 3d, if the remaining provide taxable income or tax
• Check box 4b, if the controlledmembers choose to adopt a new apportionment information with
group already has an apportionmentapportionment plan. respect to the other members of the
plan in effect and is not amending or group. Instead, only provide theWith regard to box 3c, the terminating this plan. identifying information (for example,remaining members will not be able

name, EIN, and ending date of theIf box 4a is checked and noto adopt a new apportionment plan if,
tax year), for these other members.apportionment plan is in effect and nofor example, such component
Enter zero in the other columns forplan is adopted, then the componentmembers have left the group.
these members.members must share all tax benefitsExample. Corporations X, Y, and equally and tax benefit information is The controlled group may elect toZ are members of a controlled group to be reported in Parts II, III and IV. apportion their additional tax liabilityand each has a calendar tax year. On
under the FIFO method, rather thanLine 5. Statute of limitations. AnAugust 31, 2008, X is sold to an
the proportionate method. To makeapportionment plan may not beunrelated party. Even though X will
this election, each member of theadopted or amended for a tax year ofnot be a member of the group on its
group must check box 6b. See Thea component member unless there isDecember 31, 2008, testing date, it is
FIFO method on page 6 and Theat least one year remaining in thetreated as an additional member of
proportionate method on page 5.statutory period (including anythe group on that date. Consequently,

extensions) for assessing afor 2008 the XYZ controlled group If the members do not check box
deficiency against the corporation formust apportion the tax benefit items 6b, they will be required to apportion
that tax year, but only where the taxaccording to the terms of its their additional tax liability using the
liability for such tax year of thatapportionment plan. Therefore, X, Y, proportionate method of allocation.
corporation would be increased byand Z would each check box 3c on its
adopting such plan.2008 Schedule O. Part II. Taxable Income

If there is less than one yearIf box 3c or 3d is checked, Apportionmentremaining in the statutory period, thecomplete Parts II, III, and IV under
Enter each member’s share of thecorporation must have entered intothe following circumstances.
taxable income used from each taxan agreement with the IRS extending• If a corporation who is joining or
bracket, as is applicable. Thethe statutory period for the limitedleaving the group still qualifies as a
component members of a controlledpurpose of assessing any deficiencycomponent member (including as an
group, collectively, are entitled to oneagainst that corporation for a tax yearadditional member) for its tax year,
$50,000, one $25,000 and oneaffected by the adoption or thecomplete Parts II, III, and IV
$9,925,000 taxable income bracketamendment of an apportionmentaccording to the terms of any
amount (in that order) for columns (c),plan. See Temporary Regulationsapplicable apportionment plan, or
(d), and (e).section 1.1561-3T(c)(2).• If a corporation who is joining or

leaving the group will not qualify as a Line 6. Elections under section Column (c). Enter the lesser of the
component member (including as an 1561. The component members of a corporation’s taxable income (as
additional member) for its tax year controlled group must determine their shown on Form 1120, page 1, line 30,
then, following the corporation’s additional tax liability as imposed by or on the comparable line of the
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corporation’s income tax return) or Column (f) and (g). A corporation’s allocate the $40,000 AMT exemption
the corporation’s computed share of share of any additional tax liability amount unequally if they adopt an
the $50,000 bracket. under section 11(b)(1) is determined apportionment plan or have an

as explained in Determining the apportionment plan in effect.Column (d). Enter the lesser of the
amount of the section 11(b)(1)corporation’s taxable income (as Column (d). The component
additional tax,on page 5.shown on Form 1120, page 1, line 30, members of a controlled group must

or on the comparable line of the Column (h). Enter here the total apportion the reduction to the AMT
corporation’s income tax return) apportioned income tax for each exemption amount to the same
minus the amount entered for this component member. Combine all the corporations, and in the same
corporation in column (c), or the amounts of apportioned tax of each proportions, as the AMT exemption
corporation’s computed share of the member, as shown in columns (b) amount was apportioned in Column
$25,000 bracket. through (g). (c). If the combined AMTI of the

members of the group is at leastColumn (e). Enter the lesser of the
$310,000, the corporation is notPart IV. Othercorporation’s taxable income (as
required to complete columns (c) andshown on Form 1120, page 1, line 30, Apportionments (d) of Part IV, since the exemptionor on the comparable line of the
amount phases out at $310,000. SeeBrother-sister controlled group.corporation’s income tax return)
Allocation of AMT Exemption AmountFor purposes of apportioning theminus the amounts entered for this
and the Reduction of the AMTamounts included in columns (b)corporation in columns (c) and (d), or
Exemption Amount on page 6.through (d), determine the membersthe corporation’s computed share of

of a brother-sister controlled group,the $9,925,000 bracket. Column (e). For purposes of
using only the 50% test as provided determining whether the componentColumn (f). Enter taxable income
in section 1563(a)(2). For purposes of members of a controlled group are(Form 1120, page 1, line 30, or the
apportioning the amounts included in subject to penalty for failure to paycomparable line of the corporation’s
columns (e) and (f), determine the the correct amount of estimated taxincome tax return) minus the amounts
members of a brother-sister under section 6655(g), thoseentered for this corporation in
controlled group using both the 50% component members of a controlledcolumns (c) through (e).
and 80% tests as provided in section group must combine their taxableColumn (g). Enter the total 1563(f)(5). See Brother-sister group incomes for their tax years that wereallocated taxable income amounts of on page 2. subject to the same December 31each component member (add

testing date. If that amount is at leastColumn (a). If a corporationcolumns (c) through (f)). Each total in
$1 million for any tax year during thequalifies as a member of aPart II, column (g), for each
testing period (as defined in sectionbrother-sister controlled group, solelycomponent member must equal Form
6655(g)(2)(B)(i)), those membersbecause it satisfies just the 50%1120, page 1, line 30, or the
must then divide that $1 millionownership affiliation test, insert thecomparable line of such component
amount equally unless they have annotation “(50)” after that corporation’smember’s income tax return.
apportionment plan in effect.name. If a corporation is a componentNote. If a corporation has a loss, member of that group because it Column (f). Enter each componententer zero in columns (c) through (g). satisfies both the 50% and 80% member’s share of any other tax

ownership affiliation tests, then insert benefit items not included in columnsPart III. Income Tax the notation “(80)” after that (b) through (e). Provide the applicable
corporation’s name. Internal Revenue Code sectionApportionment

followed by the amount apportionedColumn (b). The componentColumn (b). Multiply the taxable to that member.members of a controlled group mayincome amount in Part II, column (c) allocate the $250,000 accumulated Note. Do not include on Schedule Oby 15% (0.15) and enter the result earnings credit unequally if they an apportionment among thehere. adopt an apportionment plan or have component members of anyColumn (c). Multiply the taxable an apportionment plan in effect. deduction for certain depreciableincome amount in Part II, column (d) Note. If any component member of property for which a section 179by 25% (0.25) and enter the result a controlled group is the type of expense election has been made.here. service corporation described in Report this apportionment as requiredColumn (d). Multiply the taxable section 535(c)(2)(B), the amount to under section 179. See Regulations
income amount in Part II, column (e) be apportioned among the section 1.179-2(b)(7).
by 34% (0.34) and enter the result component members is $150,000
here. (rather than $250,000).
Column (e). Multiply the taxable Column (c). The component
income amount in Part II, column (f) members of a controlled group may
by 35% (0.35) and enter the result
here.
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